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At a Glance

Optimization Modulo Theories

Motivation

Satisfiability Modulo Theories (SMT)





Lights-out factories are no longer a distant dream
Input CNF
formula constraints

Autonomous robots are increasingly used!

Project Overview



SAT solver

Synthesis of optimal-by-construction controllers with Optimization Modulo Theories
Integration with online execution and monitoring agent



Generation of explanations



Testbed: RoboCup Logistics League

SAT
or
UNSAT

Optimal Controllers with OMT

[1, 2]
a0



over states s0, . . . , sp+1



executing actions a0, . . . , ap



Given formula ϕ, find solution S



Let ϕS be the set constraints that are true under S

Theory solver



compute local optimum µ of f assuming ϕS



Search for next S after update

SAT + model
UNSAT + explanation

ϕS
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[3]
Solution

Model-based synthesis generates controllers Integrate synthesis with online execution and
that achieve high-level tasks while satisfying monitoring agent
properties of interest.

ai

obtaining rewards r0, . . . , rp after transitions si −→ si+1
However, several modeling assumptions may
be challenged during execution, e.g.,

initial states I(s), transition relation T (s, a, s0) and reward function R(s)

Solve an optimal bounded synthesis problem defined as

 
X
^
maximize
ri
s.t.
I(s0) ∧ 
T (si, ai, si+1) ∧ 
0≤i≤p

ϕ := ϕ ∧ (f ./ µ) ∧ ¬

^

Online Execution and Monitoring
Motivation

by encoding in linear mixed-integer arithmetic


Extends the SMT problem with objective f

ap

a1

Find optimal reward for bounded executions s0 −→ s1 −→ . . . −→ sp+1





How can we provide guarantees and explanations for their behaviors?
Boolean abstraction



Optimization Modulo Theories (OMT)

0≤i≤p


_



action failure



1
changes in a dynamic
environment

Agent monitors execution at run-time



If changes in the environment occur, agent
asks for a new controller

Control Synthesis
Environment

R(si)

0≤i≤p+1



Execution
Agent

logical encoding

OMT
decoding

Applicability of controllers may be jeopardized!

RoboCup Logistics League and Simulation

[4, 5, 6]
Principles


Two teams of three robots each compete on a common field



Robots should fulfill orders by completing production chains and delivering goods



Products consist of colored base, 0 to 3 colored rings, and cap



Machines of four different types can be used to maintain and optimize production

Orders and Production Chains

Base Element
(specific color)

RS 1

RS 2

Base Element
(any color)

Up to 3 rings
(four colors)

RS 2
Top-most cap
(two colors)

Order schedule posted intermittently by automated referee



Complexity and color combination determined randomly at run-time

Simulation tool: Gazebo

Example Production Chain

BS



CS 2

CS

Machine Type
{BS,DS,CS,RS}



3D environment with physics engine



Agency provided by referee box



Rapid development and testing



Comparable results for different approaches

Ongoing: Generating Explanations
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generating explanations for decisions taken by autonomous robotic systems is crucial



effectiveness of these systems is limited by their current inability to provide human-readable explanations

How can we help?


OMT is potentially well placed to be able to address this challenge
→ it builds on a collection of techniques that have the potential to ease explaining

Question
Answer
Why did you do a and not something else? Different metrics can be specified (and combined) to evaluate a controller
Why can’t you do a?
Unsat cores can be leveraged to explain unrealizability
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